I'm Marimuthu K from II, M.Sc.,
Mathematics. I got placed in
CAMS ( an RTA ) through Campus
placement cell. The placement cell
of DG Vaishnav College has
encouraged and given many
opportunities for the eligible
students. Moreover, made ease the
interview processes so that we,
students, performed well in
interviews without any pressure.
The cell opened the opportunities in
top notch firms which helped us to
get into various companies in this
competitive world.
I hereby thank the placement cell for
the wonderful coordination.
Thanks and regards,
Marimuthu K.
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MARIMUTHU
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Myself Pooja G.A from Msc
Mathematics (2018-2020)
Thank you for the placement cell of
dg vaishnav college who helped me
by giving a opportunity to
accomplish my goal by getting job
in campus and they helped by
making the process easy and they
have done the follow up from the
first day of the interview till we get
our offer letter.

PRAVIN KUMAFR. S

LOKESHWAR

NANDHINI

I am, Nandhini E
of B.com (general) day shift.
I've got selected in ICICI
bank. I found our college
placement helpful. I would
like to thank Mr. Balamurali
krishnan sir for providing all
the information and helping us
to attend the placement
without any trouble.

Dear Sir/Madam I am M.R.
Lokeshwar studied B.com
General in D.G. Vaishnav
College. I have been selected in
Campus interview in Atos syntel
Company.
I hereby thank the Placement
Cell of D.G. Vaishnav College
for good coordination and for
providing adequate information
to the students about the
Companies which are coming
for Interview. And I also thank
Balamurali Krishnan sir for
guiding the students who are
attending the interview.
With regards
M.R. Lokeshwar
+91 9445248245

Hi DGVC placement cell. Myself
Pravin Kumar.S completed MBA
in our college, got placed in
KOTAK MAHINDRA LIFE
INSURANCE as Management
Trainee.
My journey in Kotak started on
4th September 2020, and these 2
months the company management
have given their best efforts to
keep us involved. Our branch
managers have been friendly and
treat us well. When it comes to
job, these 2 months only the
training programs were going on.
There is some compromise on
Work-life balance, the work
timing is so long and we have
targets to achieve in future. But
there is lots of opportunities to
learn and grow as an individual.
Last but not least the incentive
slab is good but it requires lots
of work to achieve it.
Regards,
Pravin Kumar.S - MBA

VIBISHA BALAJI.B

Rohit.P.Setpal

I joined the placement team the same day i got
placed for my current company, societe generale.
Being a part of the placement team not only
allowed me to make new friends but also make
good contacts with the officials of various
companies. It allowed me to interact with them and
gain knowledge about a work environment, the
recruitment process and also improve my
communication skills. The placement cell had
bought in various reputed companies and
opportunities for the final year students and also
internship opportunities for the first and the second
year students.
Different companies followed different recruiting
techniques and methods which gave all an idea
about the level of competition out there in the open
world.
At the end, I would like to thank our placement sir,
Mr. Balamurlikrishnan sir for all the support,
knowledge, help and guidance in various aspects.
Thank you,
Rohit.P.Setpal

Hi sir,
Thank you for providing the opportunity to
participate in the campus recruitment and to
share the experience here.
The whole placement process was very
trouble-free. Getting placed in a really good
work place is a dream for many and I'm
happy that i was fortune enough to get this
opportunity, thanks to my college. It was a
three stage process, a general Q&A was the
first stage and rest two were related to the
particular job. As a psychology student I'm
so happy to get a job related to my field of
interest. A huge thanks to the placement
officer and all the faculty members and the
supporting staff. I would end this by saying
"Just go in there and remember you are
fantastic".
Regards,
VibishaBalaji. B – BSc Psychology

